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WindowsÂ .Q: How to create a site.js file in react project Is there a way to create a site.js file in a

react project? I need this file to be a place to define my global middleware. Right now I have to put
the code into App.js file. import './utils/site.js'; export default class App extends React.Component {

... } I did a little research and found that the'site.js' file should be located in /public directory. My
question is whether or not this is a good practice. Or is there something that I don't know? I am new
to react. A: Nope, this is not a good practice. Site.js is a convention for writing global middleware,
but in a way that it is specific to your express server stack of choice. It's not a convention for what

JS/NPM should use as default to load global middleware. For good measure, this would cause a lot of
confusion to someone coming from a different server stack. Instead I'd recommend you use a library

like create-react c6a93da74d
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